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Ansrr_q.cr
A method is described for making crystar structure packing moders from transparent,

hollow, plastic balls. T}e special advantage of such moders is their high degree of trans-
parency wbich permits easy identification of the difierent constituent atoms on the basis
of their color and size, and which facilitates the study of atomic arrangement in the interior
of the model. The plastic model is easier to assembre than most typls; it is light-weight,
and it can be handled without undue fear of breakage. The principai structuraifeatures of
the phlogopite mica model are illustrated in color ol-lates.

INrnooucrroN

The development of the science of crystal structure anarysis, based
on #-ray diffraction measurements, has created a need for three-dimen-
sional models to represent the geometric and bond relationships between
the various atoms or ions constituting crystal structures. 

-E*perience

has shown that these relationships cannot be represented adequately in
all aspects by two-dimensional drawings. fndeed, models become in-
creasingly valuable as the complexity of the structure increases, because
the.mind experiences great difficulty in visualizing the many-sided aspects
of intricate geometric structures. The primary use for such models is
for teaching the fundamentals of *-riy crystallography and crystal
chemistry to students. However, their useful.r.r, by- ,ro ,rrea.rs e.rds
here, for they are used to good advantage by crystallographers to solve
structure problems that involve multiple choices. Additionally, scientists
have found them indispensable for understanding the dependence of
crystal chemistry and crystal physics on structure such as, for example,
the extensive investigations on the nature of gliding mechanisms in
crystals by Seifert (12).

TypBs ol MonBr,s
As might be expected, the need for crystal structure models has been

met in a variety of ways, as attested ly ifre many articles on the subject
that have been published during the last 25 yearc. In most cases the
sphere has been chosen to represent the atomic or ionic units comprising
the structure because, to a reasonably good first approximation, atoms
behave as if they were more or less rigid spheres in contact. The great

* filustrated by phlogopite mica.
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majority of the ball-unit models that have been described can be classi-

ni (0,-S) as ball-and-stick models (2, 3,8,9, 18' 19) or as geometric-

p".f i"g models (4,7, ! 'O,15, 16), uitho"glt a third type' consisting of

nattenJa spheres in contact, are preferred for models representing many

types of organic compounds (6, 13, 14, t7)'

B all- and- stick m o d,els

Ball-and.-stick models are constructed with small' widely-spaced balls

which may represent the centers or nuclei of the atoms' The balls are

usually held together by rods or wires representing the valence bonds'

but sometimes they u.J rt,,"'g on vertical wires stuck in a baseboard'

Although models of this type a"re useful for showing atomic positions and

elements of symmetry, they do not convey much of an idea of how the

packing of the atoms controls the structure and many of the properties

of the crystal. Nevertheless, ball-and-stick models are still popular'

partly b"currs" they are relatively inexpensive and' in the case of a recent-

iy J"""rop"a type (2), because ih"y tutt wery readily be constructed and

taken apart. This agreeable state of ufi"itt has been achieved by the use

of rubber balls with molded holes in them, the balls being connected

with plastic rods. An i-po.tutt feature of this type of model is its flexi-

bility, making it especiaily useful for demonstrating distortion and strain

effects.

G eometri,c- P ackin g models

Geometric-packing models are constructed with spheres that are

approximately proportional in size to the constituent atoms of the struc-

tures one wishes to 
-ref,estttt' 

A second essential feature is that the

spheres are packed' together in contact with or in close proximity to

each other, thus formiig models that are similar in structure and pro-

po.tiotol in size to the clrresponding unit cells as determined from r-ray

diffraction measurements. consequently, such models, when carefully

made, are very useful for semiquantitative measurements of dimen-

sions, interplanar spacings, and angular relations of the structure as

related to crystal toirn, gio*th pecul"iarities, cleavage' slip planes' twin-

ning, polymorphism, uni iro-o'phism' In addition' packing models are

helpful in understanding the dependence of many physical properties

on the structure .rr.h ari""sity, hardness, refractive index' and thermal

expansion, to mention a few of the more commonly measured ones'

A wide variety of materials are available for the construction of pack-

ing models, inctrrainf .netals, wood, cork, rubber' glass' celluloid "Ping-

pong,, balls, and .,ruiio,r. other kinds of plastics. Well-known models of

this type have been made from wooden balls by Buerger (4) and his
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students (7), the balls being joined together by metal pins. These models
are very neat and strong, but they are time-consuming and expensive to
build, especially those having comple* structures. Although relatively
inexpensive wooden ba's suiiable ior the purpose may be purchased,
their use involves considerable carcuration and preparatiorr, u, indicated
by 

il. 
following steps in the procedure for corriructing this type ofmodel (4).

1. Calculation of the atomic environments in the actual crystals.
2. Adjustment of atomic environments to available material.
3. Calculation of drilling coordinates.
4. Painting the balls.
5. Drilling the balls.
6. Assembtng the model.

rt is evident that steps 1, 2 and. 6 are invorved in the construction ofpacking models from any type of material but that steps 3, 4, and 5 areprimarily characteristic of wooden-ball models. In arry .ur., it i, th.
latter set of operations that contribute substantially io the time and
expense of building wooden-bail models, although stei s is facilitated by
the use of a special ban-orienting device (5) attached to the drin press.

Possibly the major disadvantage in usi.rg opaque balls in a packing
model is that the arrangement of the atoms usually is not clearly visible.
For simple structures this obstruction of ,riew -ay not be particurarly
important, but for complex structures invorving many different kinds of
atoms, several of which may occupy equivalent poritioor, it can be a
serious disadvantage. rn other *ota., the ability to see the arrangement
of the atoms and to trace rows and planes of atoms through the structure
in all possible directions are deemed to be highry desirabre features of apacking model.

rt was such considerations as these that red to the idea of a transparent,
plastic-ball, packing model. However, the authors make no claim for the
originality of this idea. undoubtedly it had occurred to many scientists,
as for_example, Badgeley (1) who lllustrated and described the use of
several types of three-dimensional plastic models.

TnewspanBnr prasrrc_Barr pacrrwc Moous
Deaelopment of the id,ea

The need for an improved type of crystal structure model became
apparent during the early stages of the iesearch on the synthetic ana-
logues 

9f lica, amphibole asbestos, and other complex silicate minerals
currently being conducted at the Electrotechnical Laboratory. As a
consequence, a method for making transparent plastic balls was developed
at this laboratory during the early part of 1950, and models of phlogopite



Frc. 1-l. A singlc la1'er o{ the phlogopite cr)'stal strucLure

vieu,ecl along the (130) clirection, shorving the layer structure and

the ,,nronoclinic shift" oi AlSirOroF sheets. Yellorv balls on. top

ancl lrottom rePresent potassiun in plane of cleavage; ox)'gen-

colorless; fluoiin" or h1'drox1'l-pink; magnesium-l'lue; ancl

silicon and aluminum-black.

/ t  
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Frc. 1-8. A single sheet of the phlogopite structure

vierved along lhe clirection pcrpendicular to the la1'er struc-

turc, sholving the hexagonal s) mmetr)' of the silicon-oxl gen

nctrvork, the trigonal s)'mmetr) resulting lrom the placement

of magncsiunt betrveen the sheets, ancl the monoclinic s1'm-

rr t : t11 ' resul t ing f rom the shi f t  of  the f luor ine (h1'droxl ' l )  ions '
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mica and tremolite amphibole were assembled. Subsequently, the mica
model was exhibited at the April 1950 meeting of the American Crystallo-
graphic Association at Pennsylvania State College, and the tremolite
model was exhibited at the November 1950 meeting of the Mineralogical
Society of America in Washington, D. C. The many expressions of inter-
est in these models and requests for information on their construction,
together with the fact that a review of the literature did not reveal any
published description of models of this type, Ied to the preparation of this
article.

General d,escri,ption

The most important features of the plastic crystal structure model can
be illustrated to best advantage by natural color photographs such as
those of the phlogopite mica structure reproduced in Fig. l, A and B.
It can be seen readily that the one feature that is new and unique to
this type of model is its high degree of transparency. In this case, trans-
parency was achieved by using colorless, transparent, plastic balls to
represent the oxygen atoms that constitute about 72 per cent of the total
volume occupied by the atoms in the mica structure. The other cations
and anions represented in the model are distinguishable from the oxygen
balls on the basis of color and usually by size. Thus, the fluorine or
hydroxyl anions, whose ionic radii are nearly identical to that of oxygen,
are represented by the pink balls; the potassiurn ions in (K-Ou) coordi-
nation are represented by the large yellow balls at the top and bottom
of the model as viewed in Fig. l-A; the magnesium ions in (Mg-OrFr)
coordination are represented by the medium-sized blue balls; and the
silicon plus aluminum ions in (Si, AI-Oa) coordination are represented by
the small black balls. The sizes of the various balls are approximately
proportional to the ionic radii of the atoms they represent. However, it
should be noted that the mica model is not scaled to unit cell dimensions;
several unit cells of the single-layer structure are represented.

The plastic model possesses other features and advantages that are
not so readily evident from an inspection of the color reproduction. For
example, the model is light in weight in spite of its relatively large size
because the balls used in its construction are hollow and thin-walled.
The mica model is 16" in diameter by 9t" high, and it weighs 4 pounds.
Because it is light in weight and relatively strong, the plastic model is
readily transportable if normal precautions are practiced.

Considered as a structural problem, the strength of a packing model
depends chiefly on the bonds or fastenings that hold the balls together.
The plastic model differs from most types in that the balls are cemented
together at their points of contact instead of threaded with wire or fast-
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ened with pegs. Although a single, cemented bond is relatively weak,
the model is sufficiently strong and rigid for practical purposes owing to
the fact that each ball usually is bonded to six to eight neighbors. Those
occupying corner or edge positions have fewer bonds, therefore, they
are more likely to break loose. However, ordinary care in handling the
model virtually eliminates this source of trouble. And even though
breaks may occur occasionally, it is one of the advantages of the cemented
bond that repairs are quickly and easily made.

Assembling the mod.el

It has been indicated that the use of colored plastic balls and the
cemented bond between balls eliminates steps 3, 4, and 5 followed by
Buerger and Butler (4) in the construction of their wooden-ball models.
As the other steps involved in the construction of packing models are
adequately described in their paper, to which the reader is referred,
present remarks are confined to those aspects of assembling the model
that are peculiar to the plastic-ball type.

Assuming that the atomic environments in the actual crystal already
have been calculated, and that a sufficient number of plastic balls of the
proper sizes are available, the next step is that of assemblage. On the
basis of the authors'limited experience, there appear to be two general
approaches to the problem. Models of layered structures usually are
prepared most easily by assembling layer by layer. With other structural
types, it is usually convenient to first assemble small units, such as clus-
ters, rows, or chains of atoms, and then to attach these together, thereby
completing the model. Regardless of the procedure followed, it should be
noted that serious distortion of the model can result from the use of im-
perfectly shaped balls unless proper compensation is made. In any case,
minor imperfections in a model are dificult to avoid, but in general they
do not detract significantly from its value. Foi example, small deviations
from perfect alignment of the blue "magnesium" balls may be seen in
Fig. 1-B of the mica model.

The cemented bonds are made by applying one or two drops of a
suitable solvent to each of the points of contact between the plastic
balls. Within a few seconds the solvent softens the plastic, and a circular
area of contact t to 1 inch in diameter is formed. Within a minute or
two the bond is strong enough to support the weight of several balls.
However, several hours are required for the complete evaporation of the
solvent and attainment of full bond strength. A suitable solvent for the
acrylic resin type of plastic used in these models (Lucite or Plexiglas) is
ethylene dichloride.

More specific directions for assembling plastic ball models, which
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would be applicable to all types, cannot be formulated' Each structural

type presents its own peculiar problems which are best mastered by the

op"r-i.rr." gained during the actual construction of a model'

TuB Ma,Nul'AcruRE ol Prasrrc Bar-rs

Before undertaking the development of plastic crystal structure

models, an attempt was made to obtain suitable plastic balls from a

dozen or more companies that manufacture or fabricate plastics. Failing

to locate a source of supply of plastic balls of the desired sizes and colors,

there seemed to be no alternative but to make them ourselves. As other

investigators who wish to construct this type of model may-encounter

the same difficulty, a brief description of the method used at this labora-

tory may prove useful'
ihe essential steps in the process were as follows: The plastic material

(Lucite or Plexiglas) was obtained in the form of transparent and trans-

lucent sheets of various colors. The colors were selected on the following

basis: A colorless, transparent plastic was used for the principal anion'

for example, oxygen in oxides and silicates; light-colored, transparent

plastics *ere used for large cations, such as potassium; darker-colored,

ira.rsparerrt plastics for the cations of intermedi a"te size, such as magnesi-

um; a.td da.k- o, light-colored, translucent plastics for the small cations'

such as silicon and aluminum. After choosing an appropriate set of colors

for the particular model to be built, circles for forming hemispheres were

cut from the plastic sheets (Fig. 2-A), each circle having a diameter I

inch larger than the intended sphere diameter' Balls that were larger

than 1 inch in diameter were made from f inch sheet, whereas smaller

balls were made from 1/16 inch sheet.

Frc. 2. Apparatus for the manufacture of transparent' hollow, plastic balls'
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A plastic disk was clamped tightly in an assembly machined from
aluminum, consisting of a base plate (Fig. 2-B) threaded to receive a

soften the plastic. Then (1) the assembly was removed quickly from the
oven (wearing asbestos gloves), (2) a cold, hemispheiical, aluminum
mold (Fig. 2-D) whose diameter was the same as that of the hole in the

After cutting off the rim on the plastic dome, the trimmed edge of each
hemisphere (Fig. 2-F) was ground flat by rubbing it on a sheet of fine
emery paper. Before cementing pairs of hemispheres together, each one
was cleaned with a rag to remove dust and grease. The final step in mak-
ing a ball was to press together two hemispheres and apply several drops
of ethylene dichloride along the edge of the crack. The solvent was
drawn rapidly around the crack by capillary attraction, welding the
halves within a few seconds. The finished bal (Fig. 2-G) should not
deviate significantly from a true sphere, otherwise it wiu introduce dis-
tortions in the model.

more desirable would be the development of a technique whereby a com-
plete ball could be formed in one operation. As such techniques as these
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models.

Urrrtrv oF THE MoPor-
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tions in that structure during crystal growth. rt is to be expected, how-
ever, that the frequency of occurrence of phlogopite polymorphs com_
posed of many layers should be small compared witn-tfre frequency of
single-, double-, and three-layer forms.

. 
The geologist long has made use of percussion and pressure figures

(glide planes or secondary creavages) to determine the crystalrographic
directions of sheet mica and for the purpose of rerating .L--o., ,t.rr.-
tural imperfections to these directions. Due to the ease with which one

Although many other geometric and structural realationships can be
observed on the mica model, those described above will serve t;illustrate

use of transparent, plastic models" rf a demand for such models can be
created, the problem of finding a manufacturer for plastic balls in the
necessary sizes and colors will be greatly simplified.
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